
 

Believing that others understand helps us feel
that we do—even when we don't

October 5 2016, by David Orenstein
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New research finds evidence that understanding is a somewhat shared enterprise
as we share the cognitive burden in a "community of knowledge.". Credit:
Pixabay

Experiments described in a new study reveal that our sense of what we
know about something is increased when we learn that others around us
understand it. The findings are consistent with the idea of a "community
of knowledge" in which people implicitly rely on others to harbor
needed expertise. Otherwise everyone would have to be omniscient to
get by.

"We think collaboratively," said lead author Steven Sloman, professor of
cognitive, linguistic and psychological sciences at Brown University. "It
implies that people have to live in communities in order to succeed, in
order to really make use of our mental capabilities. We just can't do it all
as individuals."

In four web-based experiments involving a total of nearly 700
volunteers, Sloman and corresponding author Nathaniel Rabb of Boston
College presented several fake but plausible scientific phenomena with
only cursory descriptions and no explanation.

Across several different experimental conditions, volunteers proved
more likely to give a higher rating of their understanding of how the
phenomena worked if they were told that "scientists" understood it.

A small, but consistent effect

To be clear, with no actual explanation to go on, most experimental
volunteers did not feel like they fully understood the phenomena, which
included some new kind of glowing rock or the existence of a rare
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weather system with helium rain. But what the study in the journal 
Psychological Science showed over its different iterations is that
assurance that others understood elevated their sense of understanding to
a measurable degree.

"Understanding judgments were generally low, but consistently higher
when the only individuals who could conceivably understand the
phenomena do understand them," wrote Sloman and Rabb, a Brown
alumnus, in the journal. "The results suggest that the existence of a
community of knowledge creates the impression of understanding in
oneself."

The first experiment captured that fundamental idea. Sixty-nine
participants read about phenomena and were either told that scientists
understood it or did not understand it. On a scale of 1 to 7 to rate degree
of understanding, those who read that scientists understood the
phenomena averaged 2.42 while those who were told that scientists
didn't understand averaged a 1.79.

In the second experiment, Sloman and Rabb added a twist for its106 new
participants, adding a novel condition: Sometimes scientists couldn't
share their knowledge because it was a government secret. The goal here
was to determine whether the knowledge of others has to be accessible to
bolster one's own sense of understanding, or whether merely knowing
that someone else understands is all that's required.

Access mattered. The understanding people reported remained highest
when scientists understood and weren't restricted (1.93) but was notably
lower when scientists didn't understand (1.63) or when they understood
but couldn't share (1.77). It's not quite a community of knowledge, the
results imply, if knowledge can't be communicated.

In experiment three, Sloman and Rabb investigated alternative
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explanations for their results. Could it be, for instance, that people
simply feel implicit social pressure to say they understand when they
perceive that others do? When asked to describe how well they
understand the phenomenon, might they instead be confusedly rating
how understandable the phenomenon is?

This time, 244 people participated. Some were cued that phenomena of
the kind they were seeing were easy to understand, while others were
cued that they were hard to understand. When it came time to rate their
understanding, they were also asked to rate how understandable the
phenomena were. When the phenomena were described as complex, the
researchers reasoned, people should feel less social pressure to claim
they understood than if they were described as simple. And if people
were actually judging understandability, their judgments of
understanding should reflect this complexity.

But that's not what happened. The results showed that whether
something was easy to understand or not had no effect on whether
people tethered their stated degree of understanding to the perceived
understanding of others. For allegedly complex or simple phenomena,
whether they were cued that it was hard or easy to grasp, the data
showed people remained just as likely to feel they understood it better
when they were told that scientists did.

Finally, in experiment four, another 257 volunteers produced further
insight. To ensure that people weren't just mistaking the cursory
descriptions for explanations, the researchers made that point explicit by
both reducing the degree of description and by reminding readers that
description is not explanation.

Nevertheless, even with the most overt clue yet that they weren't actually
being informed, people still conveyed a significantly greater degree of
understanding (1.67 vs. 1.43) when they were assured that scientists were
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on top of things.

Living in a community of knowledge

To Sloman, the real scientific phenomenon in evidence—that people
depend in part on others' expertise for their own sense of
understanding—is a corollary of a division of cognitive labor already in
evidence across society: Some people are lawyers, but others are
carpenters and still others can troubleshoot a car transmission.

The new discovery in the paper is the apparent fact that we're so
dependent on the community of knowledge that it can even lead us to
believe we understand something a little better when we don't understand
it at all. Sloman explores this and other surprising aspects of cognition in
the upcoming book, "The Knowledge Illusion: Why We Never Think
Alone," co-authored with his colleague and former student, Brown
alumnus Philip Fernbach, now at the University of Colorado.

In the book they grapple with the implications of the community of
knowledge for societal issues such as education and politics. Sloman
posits, for example, that teaching should embrace the community of
knowledge rather than assuming each child should harbor all the needed
knowledge entirely within the self. Methods that ask students to gain and
share knowledge through group interactions, for example, might improve
learning.

In politics, meanwhile, it's probably unrealistic to expect voters to be
comprehensively informed. But to the extent that they depend on the
community of knowledge to feel like they understand issues, Sloman
said, it's especially crucial that they know which members of a
community they should rely upon. Scientists with no financial conflicts,
for example, might be a better choice than industry groups as influencers
on issues such as environmental degradation.
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  More information: S. A. Sloman et al, Your Understanding Is My
Understanding: Evidence for a Community of Knowledge, Psychological
Science (2016). DOI: 10.1177/0956797616662271
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